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Alone in the WIld by Jesse Wiley
 

Choose your own trail in this exciting stand-alone story featuring 8-bit art.
It's 1850 and you are at the halfway point on your journey west on the
Oregon Trail. When a powerful storm separates you from your family, you
must use all of your smarts to survive on your own.

Bailey's Story: A Puppy Tale by W. Bruce Cameron
 

When Bailey meets eight-year-old Ethan, he quickly figures out his purpose: to
play with the boy, to explore the Farm during summers with the boy, and to tidy
the boy's dishes by licking them clean (only when Mom isn't watching). But
Bailey soon learns that life isn't always so simple and that there can be no
greater purpose than to protect the boy he loves.

Artemis Fowl by Eoin Colfer
 

Twelve-year-old criminal mastermind Artemis Fowl has discovered a world
below ground of armed and dangerous--and extremely high-tech--fairies.
He kidnaps one of them, Holly Short, and holds her for ransom in an effort to
restore his family's fortune. But he may have underestimated the fairies'
powers. Is he about to trigger a cross-species war?

Because of Winn-Dixie by Kate DiCamillo
 

One summer’s day, ten-year-old India Opal Buloni goes down to the local
supermarket for some groceries—and comes home with a dog. But Winn-
Dixie is no ordinary dog. It’s because of Winn-Dixie that Opal begins to make
friends. And it’s because of Winn-Dixie that she finally dares to ask her father
about her mother, who left when Opal was three. 

Becoming Brianna by Terri Libenson
 

Everyone knows how much brainy Bri likes the spotlight (not). So why did she
ever agree to something that forces her to learn a new language, give a
speech, help organize a party, and juggle drama at school and home?! As the
big event inches closer, Bri wonders if it’s all worth it.... Bri’s heartwarming
story unfolds over the eight months leading up to her bat mitzvah—as well as
over the course of the big day itself.
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Creatures of the Flood by Erin Hunter
 

The pandas of the Bamboo Kingdom have never forgotten the great flood
that ended the peaceful life they’d always known. But for three young
creatures born that day, the flood marks not an end, but a beginning—the
beginning of their struggles to find a place in very different worlds.

Half a Chance by Cynthia Lord
 

When Lucy's family moves to an old house on a lake, Lucy tries to see her new
home through her camera's lens, as her father has taught her- he's a famous
photographer, away on a shoot. Will her photos ever meet his high standards?
When she discovers that he's judging a photo contest, Lucy decides to enter
anonymously. She wants to find out if her eye for photography is really special-
or only good enough.

Fourmile by Watt Key
 

Twelve-year-old Foster knows in his gut that Dax Ganey, the man dating his
widowed mother, is a bad seed. Then a mysterious stranger arrives at their
Alabama farm, a former Army Ranger in Iraq rambling across the country, and
Foster believes he has found an ally against Dax. The stranger proves a
fascinating mentor, full of wisdom and secrets. And Dax soon has reason to
resent not just him and Foster but also Foster's mother. 

The Island of Horses by Stacy Gregg
 

When Beatriz stumbles across a wild mare with strange markings in the jungle
she can’t believe it is real. Yet from that moment on the strongest connection
grows between them, and she begins to uncover an incredible history. For
centuries ago, Felipa and her horse, Cara Blanca, were running for their lives.
As the fates of Beatriz, Felipa and their horses become entwined, Beatriz
realises that the future of the world’s rarest horses depends on her.

The Isle of the Lost: The Graphic Novel by 
Melissa de la Cruz

 

Twenty years ago, all the evil villains were banished from the kingdom of
Auradon to the Isle of the Lost--a dark and dreary place protected by a force
field that makes it impossible for them to leave. Stripped of their magical
powers, the villains now live in total isolation, forgotten by the world.
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Mockingbird by Kathryn Erskine
 

Caitlin has Asperger's. The world according to her is black and white;
anything in between is confusing. Before, when things got confusing, Caitlin
went to her older brother, Devon, for help. But Devon was killed in a school
shooting, and Caitlin's dad is so distraught that he is just not helpful. Caitlin
wants everything to go back to the way things were, but she doesn't know
how to do that.

Power to the People! A Young People's Guide to Fighting for
Our Rights as Citizens and Consumers by Richard Panchyk

 

Corporations enter our daily lives from the moment we wake up until we turn
off the lights at night. Large Internet companies, health insurance companies,
fuel and transportation companies- all play a role in our lives every moment.
And yet what power do we have over their actions or intentions? 

The Mysterious Benedict Society by Trenton Lee Stewart
 

"Are you a gifted child looking for special opportunities?" Dozens of children
respond to this peculiar newspaper ad and are then put through a series of
mind-bending tests, which readers take along with them. Only four children—
two boys and two girls—succeed. Their challenge: to go on a secret mission
that only the most intelligent and inventive children could complete. 

Resistance by Jenifer A. Nielsen
 

Chaya Lindner is a teenager living in Nazi-occupied Poland. Simply being
Jewish places her in danger of being killed or sent to the camps. After her little
sister is taken away, her younger brother disappears, and her parents all but
give up hope, Chaya is determined to make a difference. Using forged papers
and her fair features, Chaya becomes a courier and travels between the
Jewish ghettos of Poland, smuggling food, papers, and even people.

Rising Above by Gregory Zuckerman
 

Athlete after athlete in this book found discipline, hope, and inspiration on the
playing field, rising above their circumstances. Filled with first-hand accounts
from stars who exemplify the idea of enduring at all costs, Rising Above will
serve as a must-read source of inspiration for kids and sports fans of all ages.
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Some Bunny to Love by Michelle Schusterman
 

A lost bunny teams up with a rascally, streetwise puppy to find her way
home in this adorable friendship story set in New York City.
Laura Rodriguez's pet bunny, Evie, is kind of a star: She's the mascot of the
Rodriguez family's corner bodega in Harlem. But when Laura and her family
go out of town for a few days, Evie suddenly finds herself in unfamiliar
surroundings.

The Sword of Summer by Rick Riordan
 

Magnus Chase has always been a troubled kid. Since his mother’s mysterious
death, he’s lived alone on the streets of Boston, surviving by his wits, keeping
one step ahead of the police and the truant officers. One day, he’s tracked down
by an uncle he barely knows―a man his mother claimed was dangerous. Uncle
Randolph tells him an impossible secret: Magnus is the son of a Norse god.

Song for a Whale by Lynne Kelly
 

From fixing the class computer to repairing old radios, twelve-year-old Iris is a
tech genius. But she's the only deaf person in her school, so people often treat
her like she's not very smart. If you've ever felt like no one was listening to you,
then you know how hard that can be. When she learns about Blue 55, a real
whale who is unable to speak to other whales, Iris understands how he must
feel. Then she has an idea: she should invent a way to "sing" to him!

Three Times Lucky by Sheila Turnage
 

Rising sixth grader Miss Moses LoBeau lives in the small town of Tupelo
Landing, NC, where everyone's business is fair game and no secret is sacred.
She washed ashore in a hurricane eleven years ago, and she's been making
waves ever since. Although Mo hopes someday to find her "upstream
mother," she's found a home with the Colonel--a café owner with a forgotten
past of his own--and Miss Lana, the fabulous café hostess. 

Tumble and Blue by Cassie Beasley 
 

When the red moon rises over the heart of the Okefenokee swamp, legend
says that the mysterious golden gator Munch will grant good luck to the poor
soul foolish enough to face him. But in 1817, when TWO fools reach him at the
same time, the night’s fate is split. With disastrous consequences for both . . .
and their descendants. Half of the descendants have great fates, and the
other half have terrible ones.


